FILL YOUR LIFE WITH COLORS
**EXPO Ultimax**

**Premium Exterior Emulsion**
retina paints introducing EXPO ULTIMAX
An Advanced Anti-algal Weather Proof is a water-based, modified acrylic smootherulsion with silicon additives that offers an anti-algal and high performance exterior wall finish.

EXPO ULTIMAX uses specially formulated high performance colour pigments and binder technology which offers excellent resistance to ultraviolet radiation. This ensures brighter, cleaner shades that will not fade. Ensure your home continues to look beautiful over time. EXPO ULTIMAX contains an advanced Anti-algal Formula which fights the formation of algae and keeps away ugly black spots from your walls. EXPO ULTIMAX offers excellent sheen, giving your newly painted home a classy finish.

**EXPO Exterior Emulsion**
Expo Weatherproof Exterior Emulsion is a high performance, highly durable exterior paint specially formulated to withstand extreme Indian tropical conditions. Retina Expo acts as a nutrient for your walls and is highly protective and prevents the growth of Algae and Fungi. It offers excellent protection from UV degradation and helps prevent the growth of Alkali.

**Glow Premium**

**Premium Interior Emulsion**
retina paints GLOW Premium WATER BASE Emulsion has a rich and smooth matt finish that oozes sophistication. GLOW Premium Emulsion has been fortified with Stain Guard technology that guards your walls against most household stains and ensures easy clean ability. GLOW Premium Emulsion has a long lasting film that keeps your house as good as new for a long time.

GLOW Premium Emulsion is designed to protect your walls against unwanted fungus that can cause considerable damage. GLOW Premium Emulsion offers a unique range of extra deep colours that helps you highlight your home’s features better.

**GLOW Interior Emulsion**
A water-based interior emulsion produced with pure acrylic latex and high quality pigments to add luxurious smooth finish and glowing appearance to your walls. Good for all types of plasters, false ceilings, asbestos sheets, concrete etc.
X-GEN
Cement Primer
X-gen is the primer of choice amongst the paint professionals. X-gen is water coherent and is suitable for both interior and exterior use. It can be used for priming plastered walls, asbestos, brickwork etc. It makes the surface less absorbent and increases the spreading capacity. It sets quickly and has good sealing properties which make it long lasting.

ECO
Exterior Cement Primer
Eco is specially formulated for exterior walls. Special high quality pigments and extenders used to add better protection against UV rays. It has got very good mechanical and binding properties to the cement. Has scrub resistance value and can achieve more then 1500 strokes. It gives grip to the subsequent paint coat and enhances sticking properties of the paint. Giving you healthy and long lasting paint.

JET
Cement Primer
retina jet is a specially formulated for a good finishing and better hiding feature along with long lasting & durability. Retina JET is a modified acrylic, water-based alkali resistant primer-cum-sealer with silicone additives. It provides a superior adhesion and finish to your top coats as compared to other ordinary primers. And this product can protect from UV rays and with anti fungal feature. Ensure that the surface to be painted is thoroughly clean, dry and free from all loose dirt, chalk, grease, fungi, algae and flaking paint.

Any previous growth of fungus, algae or moss needs to be removed thoroughly by vigorous wire brushing & cleaning with water. Freshly plastered surfaces must be cured completely.

EYE
Premium Washable Distemper
Eye is a special Premium Distemper made to add smoothness, shining and lustrous surface to your walls. With Eye you will get a bright edge to your interiors and the protection is implicit.
SPARK
Washable Distemper
Spark is specially produced for your interior living. The bright and exuberant Retina Spark is supplied in paste form and is used for the protection and decoration of fully matured plaster work, concrete or brickwork.

ACTION
Cement Primer
Action is the primer of choice amongst the paint professionals. Action is water coherent and is suitable for both interior and exterior use. It can be used for priming plastered walls, asbestos, brickwork etc. It makes the surface less absorbent and increases the spreading capacity giving you an economical option. It sets fast and has good sealing properties.

SPRAY PLASTERS
Cement Primer
Spray Plasters are manufactured in our own production facility. Spray Plasters manufactured by the Retina family are formulated to add unique and well preserved texture to your walls with high durability. They also have a protective function and are suitable for all Indian climate conditions. Making it the perfect choice.

Hitek Wall Putty
Hitek Wall Putty is a ready made plaster with excellent binding and prevents cracking and brings rich life and elegance to your walls. It protects your wall and gives them a distinct personality.

Hitek premium Wall putty
Hitek premium wall putty is a water resistant plaster with high plasticity. It is the plaster of choice in areas where regular surface washing is required.

Hitek Textures
Your beautiful Home demands perfect textures that bring out the best in aesthetics and detailing.

Whether it's the interior or exterior trust Retina Paints to deliver the finest products that will last the life of your home and match your every requirements.
**WOOD PRIMER**

retina Wood Primer is a specially formulated undercoat for wooden substrates, which assures strong adhesion and enhances performance of the paint film. On smooth wooden surface by brushing, retina Wood Primer is specially formulated to protect wood. It has excellent sealing and filling properties which protects wood from swelling due to absorption of moisture. It also protects finish coat from exudation of resinous matter oozing out from wood.

**RED OXIDE**  
**METAL PRIMER:**

retina High Performance Red Oxide Metal Primer is oil based metal primer that offers best-in-class rust protection to metal surfaces. Designed with a unique Dirt Pick Up Resistance (DPUR) property that fights dust from settling on the walls, helping them retaining the initial beauty. Gives excellent hiding and protection. It gives good coverage, so you need less material produces a smooth finish. Resists efflorescence and lime blooming with good adhesion on all cement plasters and promotes adhesion of subsequent coats.

**WALL CARE**

retina wall care is white cement based putty which provides a strong base on concrete/mortar (internal and external) and ceilings. It is applied before painting of the wall, it fills the fine pores of the walls and ceilings, thereby providing a white, smooth and dry surface for painting. Bearing water resistant it provides a protective base which prevent expensive paint flaking “retina white wall care putty” has special added polymers and more special adhesive strength which provides a strong base ensuring a longer life for the painted surface. It does not require water curing and it can even be applied on freshly plastered wall thus resulting in savings of time and cost. During repainting, the surface done up with “wall care putty” requires minimum scrubbing thus eliminating the mess of dust, which is a health hazard especially for asthmatic patients. Its superior quality makes it the first putty in India to meet the global standards.
Welcome to Retina Paints Pvt Ltd. A reliable partner with a broad spectrum of rich, colorful and quality products manufactured in a state-of-the-art infrastructure facility. Retina Paints Pvt Ltd. was established with the single goal of painting your dreams into reality. We have stroked a brilliant balance between rich color and economical prices for homes and offices to fulfill your interior and exterior needs. Through years of dedicated focus towards consumer needs and professionals we have become a trusted brand. That excels in:

- Top class manufacturing facility with new generation equipment and computer technologies.
- Formulated under the supervision of world famous, industry top technical subject matter experts using high quality eco-friendly materials.
- Tailor-made for Indian tropical weather conditions
- Highly reliable - efficient wholesale, retail distribution and dealer network
- Durability and vibrancy that adds life to your walls